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India is a place where the weather conditions are at extremes, winters in extreme, summers in
extreme, to deal with the weather conditions here, one definitely need some escape. Soft drinks,
hard drinks, ice creams and many other beverages work to cool our minds. The beverages are
always fun to hang around with. There are many bars and pubs which has the capability to relax the
mood swings of a person. India is all about fun in every way, hanging out with nature, friends or
friends and drink. The place is always in a merry time mood. There are many cocktails and mock
tails that make a party rock and in India, the parties are considered in complete without the drinks.
The cocktails work for cheering up everybody.

There are a variety of cocktails. To start with the screwdriver, as the name suggests, it drives one
crazy, the cool name gives us an idea about its coolness. This drink is a mixture of vodka and
orange juice. Fill the glasses with ice cubes and then pour vodka and add some orange juice, the
drink gives a feeling of awesomeness to the person. It is one of the biggest hits in India. Bacardi
cocktail, gold rum, lemon juice, a little grenadine and sugar, shake all and fill the cocktail glass with
it. The drink will give an amazing feeling.

Dry martini is another popular cocktail which consists of gin and dry vermouth, pouring the mixture
into the glass full of ice cubes is simply amazing.  Sidecar, mixture of lemon juice, brandy, triple sec
and ice makes the drink perfectly soothing. Bloody Mary requires Vodka, lemon juice, drops of
Worcestershire, Tabasco, tomato juice and salt and pepper to taste, pour the mixture in a glass
filled with ice. Garnish the drink with a lime squeeze. The drink makes the perfect evening.

Manhattan is a name of a cocktail which requires bourbon, dry mouth and optional angostura
Bitters. One should stir the drink with ice. One can garnish with a maraschino cherry. The drink is
one of Indiaâ€™s coolest cocktail. Rusty Nail consists of scotch and Drambuie. This drink makes the
evening perfect on the rocks. Then there is another drink known as the oak room special. The drink
consists of brandy, cherry brandy and creme de cacao. The mixture gives an amazing drink.  Life
with a blend of the drinks makes the evening perfect. Hanging out with friends and not getting high
is just not enough. These are some the names of some of the cocktail, there are many more other
than the mentioned names. Cocktails and mocktails and a perfect company makes the evening
special and best.
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